The next level of automatic transmission cleaning

bluechemGROUP presents ATF EVOLUTION PREMIUM
Leutenberg, February 12, 2016 - The bluechemGROUP introduces its enhanced ATF EVOLUTION
PREMIUM. Compared to its predecessor, the service device for automatic cleaning and maintenance of
the whole automatic transmission system is even more flexible. In addition, it offers convenient features
and compatibility with all popular vehicle models.
With the ATF EVOLUTION PREMIUM, the bluechemGROUP advanced significantly its service device for
automatic cleaning and maintenance of the whole automatic transmission system. Thanks to its modern
technology, the device is even more flexible and ensures a complete replacement of the entire automatic
transmission fluid, whereby individual amounts of oil can be freely selected.
The execution of all necessary steps are convenient and time-saving – from the automatic flushing of the
transmission system (also DSG), in particular of the torque converter, the heat exchanger and all hoses, to the oil
change and the final leveling. Thanks to an ever-growing number of adapters (large standard set at delivery
included, additional sets available as options), the ATF EVOLUTION PREMIUM is compatible with all popular
vehicle models on the market and suitable for the requirements of each car workshop.
Moreover, bluechemGROUP developed in consultation with its customers more features compared to the
predecessor: The service device provides for example the possibility to monitor both oil temperature and pressure
throughout the process using the clear LCD displays and two large gauges. Once all work is done, the steps
taken and the vehicle data can be printed easily. Compared to its predecessor, the ATF EVOLUTION PREMIUM
is characterized by increased ease of use (for example simplified filling with cleaning fluid), greater wear
protection and reduced cleaning and maintenance work.

About the bluechemGROUP
The bluechemGROUP is a group of companies with global activities and partners in more than 100 countries. As
an umbrella brand, it contains a wide range of products for cleaning, care and maintenance in the automotive and
industrial sector. The success of the group is based upon the development and patenting of consumption oriented
and environmentally friendly products of highest quality expanded by modern workshop, industry and service
concepts.
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